
Powering better decisions: an in-depth 
look into the decisioning ecosystem

An Experian Decision Analytics perspective



Make every decision count
You make thousands of important decisions — across lines of business, the Customer Life Cycle and 
channels — every day. A good decision can help you acquire a consumer you might have otherwise 
declined due to bad decisioning (or missed out on because of a slow manual decision). Conversely, a 
bad decision caused by inaccurately assessing risk can mean acquiring a consumer you should have 
declined, which can result in a charge-off of $10,000 or more.
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Make better decisions
Better decisions drive a quantifiable return on investment by positively impacting key performance metrics like approval, 
takeup, loss and manual review rates. For example, all else being equal, modifying decision criteria to improve approval 
rates will result in acquiring more customers, which means more revenue and greater profits.

Better credit decisions drive direct business benefits (and a quantifiable return on investment).

Grow revenue by adding, expanding 
and retaining customers
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Improving your business performance with a decisioning ecosystem
You need to make faster, better, more consistent decisions, while remaining in good standing with regulators.  
An integrated decisioning ecosystem is a living environment that drives better data-driven decisions to help improve  
your business performance.

• Create includes the ability to experiment and create best-in-class attributes and scores using technologies like Python,  
R and SAS in a nonproduction environment, leveraging bureau data, your own data and alternative data. Highly advanced 
machine learning models, like extreme gradient boosting models, can also be created in this environment. 

• Manage includes the ability to configure, manage and test (in a nonproduction environment) best-in-class decision 
criteria that use these attributes and scores. A design studio gives your business users (business, credit risk, marketing 
and fraud analysts) a space to manage the decision criteria that define the thousands of decisions you make every 
day. While attributes and scores don’t typically change often, decision criteria can change frequently as your analysts 
continually test and evaluate new challenger decision strategies that drive better decisions. The design environment 
should also support governance that lets you explain how each decision is made. This is critical with regulators — 
especially for decisions that can impact consumers adversely, like being declined for a loan. 

• Deploy includes the ability to deploy the decision criteria into production environments quickly and easily to drive better 
decisions and improved business performance. This includes custom attributes and machine learning models. You can 
configure scores and decision criteria once using a common design studio, and then quickly use them in production 
across decision areas to make better credit underwriting decisions, firm offer of credit decisions, line increase/decrease 
decisions, collection treatment decisions and more. 

• Continuous improvement includes the ability to consume the results of the decisions and use the experience to 
inform modified decision criteria that will drive even better future business decisions as part of a continuous learning 
environment. Existing challenger strategies can be evaluated in production to assess whether they should be promoted 
as new champion strategies. Based on the results in production, new challenger strategies can be created and then 
evaluated against champion strategies, providing a continuous learning process.
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Improving many types of decisions across the Customer Life Cycle
A decisioning ecosystem can improve numerous types of decisions. Many of these decision areas are summarized  

in the image below. 

Decision points throughout the Customer Life Cycle

Prospecting decisions like instant prescreen and consumer-consent prequalification typically use credit data — regulated by 
the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) — with a soft pull, which won’t impact a consumer’s credit score. Origination decisions 
typically involve a hard pull, which has adverse-action implications (like declines and risk-based pricing) that must be 
carried out according to FCRA regulations. Collection treatment decisions must abide by numerous regulations, like the 
Telephone Consumer Protection Act (TCPA).

Combining your own data with external data to make  
improved decisions
Data that you have on your customers — sometimes referred to as “on us” data — can be very valuable in making better 
decisions. This is especially true when your customer data is combined with relevant external data. The combination of data 
provides the complete picture you need to make the best possible decisions across all areas of the customer journey. You 
can leverage your customer data in several ways, starting with the data that can be augmented with credit bureau data on a 
depersonalized basis for analytical purposes. In a runtime production environment, your customer data can be included on 
the inquiry (for real-time transactions) or within a batch input file (for batch processing of bulk data). 
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Real-time decisions within the ecosystem
The starting point for a decisioning ecosystem is the raw data needed to drive better decisions. You provide raw customer 
data, including “on us” data about your customers, which is loaded into your analytical environment. Your customer data is 
then augmented with historical credit data and attributes, depersonalized for analytical purposes. You then use this analytical 
environment to create and define your own custom attributes, scores and decision criteria using tools like R and Python, as 
well as techniques including extreme gradient boosting models. Within the design studio, you can configure and define the 
decision criteria, including challenger strategies, that will ultimately drive better decision outcomes. When you’re confident in 
your new decision criteria, you can promote your changes to production using a new configuration file (with no  
recoding necessary). Once this is completed, the decisions for subsequent real-time transactions will be rendered 
automatically using the new decision criteria.
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Account management decisions within the ecosystem
A decisioning ecosystem supports batch decisions of bulk data for account management in the same manner as real-
time transactional decisions, with the exception of runtime production deployment. In other words, the process of using 
historical data for analytical purposes is the same in either scenario. This allows for economies of scale, as you use a 
single analytical and decisioning environment across your enterprise. The process of deploying the decisioning criteria 
into production is also the same — promoting the configuration file to the runtime production environment. The difference 
is that batch files (which can contain millions of records) are processed through the decisioning environment rather than 
single transactions in real time.
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Using integrated decisioning to make the best decisions possible
Integrated decisioning is the process by which raw data is converted into business value, and it applies to any data-driven 
decision-making effort. The steps in the integrated decisioning process are illustrated in the diagram below: 

REQUEST FOR DECISION ACTION

Data Attributes Scores Decisions Actions

• Data — The decisioning process begins with raw data like customer information, credit bureau data, application 
information and alternative data. In a production environment, the raw data can be processed either on a real-time 
transaction basis or as a batch process of bulk data. Since more than 90 percent of the world’s data has been generated in 
the past five years and 80 percent of what we know about consumers has been collected in the past year, it’s critical that 
this data is available in production to help drive better decisions at the point of client interaction. 

• Attributes — Raw data must be summarized in the form of attributes that can be used for scoring models and decision 
criteria. Attributes let you establish multidimensional decision criteria based on factors beyond a credit score alone. You 
can also create (and deploy) your own custom attributes.

• Scores — Attributes and data are fed into scoring models to derive scores that predict outcomes like credit risk, fraud 
risk, bankruptcy risk, profitability, retention and recovery. You can leverage bureau-based scores to support decision 
criteria, or you can create your own custom models. Many firms are using advanced machine learning techniques (like 
extreme gradient boosting models with tools including R and Python) to develop highly predictive models.

• Decisions — Scores and attributes are incorporated into decision criteria that will automatically determine appropriate 
decisions for the relevant decision area, like an approve (or decline) credit underwriting decision, a firm offer of credit 
instant prescreen decision or a credit line increase account management decision.

• Actions — Attributes, scores and decisions are then used to identify the action that will drive maximum business value for 
each customer interaction. If the decision is “approve,” for example, the action will include the specific financing terms to 
offer the customer. If the decision is to make a firm offer of credit, the action will include the offer details to extend. Since 
virtually all actions can carry regulatory implications, decision governance is critical. You need to be able to explain your 
actions to examiners (including the data, attributes, scores and decision criteria driving each action). 

A connected customer experience
A decisioning ecosystem takes the complexity out of the decision-making process — starting with data and analytics and 
pushing through to decisions across the full Customer Life Cycle. 

To provide a more connected experience, you need a complete view of your customer throughout the life cycle to determine 
the next best actions at the customer and account levels. By treating the customer holistically across all interactions, you can 
make sure you’re meeting compliance requirements. And your customers will enjoy a connected, frictionless experience that 
meets their needs.
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How do I get started? 
You don’t need to acquire a decisioning ecosystem all at once. Instead, you can obtain 
decisioning ecosystem capabilities (like access to additional data sources, improved 
attributes and scores, and better automated decisions) in an incremental and iterative 
manner that best suits your business needs. To get started, we recommend a business 
review, where our experienced consultants can help determine quick (low-effort/high-
value) wins that can be implemented in the short term. The findings from this review 
will also be used to create a comprehensive, multiyear strategic road map designed 
to fit your organizational objectives and goals. It will help you achieve your revenue, 
market share and cost goals, as well as exceed your stakeholders’ expectations. The 
strategic road map serves as your guide to prioritize your goals, set plans and provide 
continual business improvement across your entire organization.
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